Conference tackles health care, birth control

By Alex Zimmerman
The Collegian

Latinas Empowered for Action (LEA) made its way to Fresno State on Friday March 6, to spread the word of their cause. That cause is to inform students and community members, mainly of the Latino community about public policy and reproductive justice.

Access was the theme of the conference—gaining access to things like birth control, and proper health care for children and families.

The conference took place in the Alice Peters Auditorium in the Peters Business Building.

About 25 people attended and participated in the conference.

The conference was broken up into sections and went from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The presentation was interactive, giving the participants the ability to converse and ask questions.

One of the exercises was called “six chairs.” Six women from the audience were given common situations and told how to deal with them.

A few of the questions answered included trouble with receiving health care, how to talk to people to find the help one may need and questions regarding birth control and public policy.

The senior director of community mobilization programs for California Latinas for Reproductive Justice (CLRJ) Gabriela Villa spoke for most of the conference.

It is Villa’s job to do training to focus on community outreach to bring in community members for training, and to reach out to other social justices.

“We were talking about how reproductive justice really works at the intersection of issues and so it’s equally important for us to build support with other justice organizations around the country,” Villa said.

Health science major Alida Espinoza came out because she believes in reproductive rights.

“I think that in the Latino...”
CONTINUED from page 1

community there are a lot of taboos related to contracep-
tive use, and taboos on hold-
ing off to start a family when you get married," Espinoza said.

CLRJ is an organization based out of Los Angeles. Although it is a very small organization, consisting of only five on staff, it still travels throughout the state explained Villa.

Taking turns speaking along with Villa was Marisol Franco, the Policy and advo-
cacy manager for CLRJ.

Franco explained that the main point of the conference and CLRJ is trying to make the connection between Latino community and pub-
lic policies.

“We have these somewhat great laws on the books, but they’re not reaching Latinas who have all these health disparities,” Franco said.

Franco went on to explain that to fix the disconnect
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to enjoy for generations to come,” Rosenow said.

The Tree Campus USA pro-
gram is a new national pro-
gram that honors universi-
ties, campus leaders and the surrounding community for promoting healthy urban for-
est management and engag-
ing the campus community in environmental stewardship.

Rosenow said, “Tree Campus USA will teach stu-
dents the many benefits trees provide our communities, and the students will leave school and go out and plant trees where they work and live.”

The program recognizes col-
lege and university campuses that:

• Effectively manage their campus trees.

• Develop connectivity with the community beyond cam-
pus borders to foster healthy urban forests.

• Serve to engage their stu-
dent population utilizing ser-
vice learning opportunities centered on campus, and com-


campus forestry efforts.

Fresno State’s 327 acres are home to about 4,000 trees that represent more than 100 spe-
cies and thousands of other plants and flowerings.

Because of this wide array, in 1978, the campus was des-
ignated an arboretum: a place

in the valley,” he said. “[The

award] just shows people that we are committed to that.”

McCaughhey said students can use the campus as a labo-

ratory.

“The arboretum helps stu-
dents identify trees and plants that they would not normally see,” he said.

Dr. John Bushoven, an assis-
tant professor who teaches horticulture through the

plant science department, uses the campus for exactly that purpose.

“We work closely together to provide a living laboratory for students in all of my horti-

culture classes,” he said.

“Not a semester goes by

when you will not see Dr.

Bushoven in his signature

hat, on one of his many cam-
pus excursions with groups of students studying the ben-

efits of the urban forest,” he

added.

Bushoven said the campus

arboretum provides much

needed green space for a
diverse array of species. “It

benefits our entire commu-
nity not just my classes,”

he said.
I've often wondered if my cats are lesbians. It probably doesn't mean that they have what could be considered X-rated if they were human. I swear, cats can get away with just about anything.

But it all started out innocent enough. After we put our first cat, Sue, to sleep, our other cat Duchess was lonely so we brought home a white kitten we named Snow Pony to keep her company. After several weeks, Pony was nursing on the spayed Duchess like she was her own mother.

But the nursing continued way longer than it should have. Till Pony was almost a year old. "This was about the time she went into heat and tried to hump my foot."

I thought getting her fixed would curb Pony's sexual appetites, but soon after that, she and Duchess had progressed to mutual grooming and sharing a bed. It was rather sweet.

But then they actually started making out, and that's what it looked like. And the first time Pony moun- ted Duchess, my eyes nearly popped out of their sockets.

She was mimicking a male cat exactly: biting Duchess by the scruff of the neck to hold her still. Our fluffy calico did not like this at all, being the dominant one in the relationship. Pony was rewarded with a hiss and a scratch on the nose. I had heard of homossexual animals before; I've read of paired-off male penguins and those frisky female bonobo chumps. But cats?

I guess it's possible. I've seen a tom mount another male. That turned ugly fast.

And as for the comment "I want to taste the fish," that was a statement in itself. Daniela Lopez did not understand what the Angry Vagina was talking about, for when I read the article "The anger of the V-spots," I realized very quickly, that there's such a thing as perfume for your body.

She never said that using any type of perfume for your body was bad, she merely stated that if you take your perfume and spray it "down there" then you really need to rethink exactly why you're doing that. There's nothing wrong with using that perfume and lotions and believe me most of the girls up there used those products that very night. Why do we need douche sprays to smell like love spell? Or rose? Too many years spraying their "down there" with these things that we as women have been forced to accept as "normal".

As for the comment "I want to taste the fish," that was a statement in itself. What are women told that there "down there's" smell like? Generally, fish. Now, no one is happy about this generalization, but it is what it is and during the Angry Vagina's monologue that piece was all about looking at the vagina for what it is. If you have to spray it with anything then you should really be asking your self, why? She took a negative generalization of what all vaginas smell like and used it to make that statement.

If you watched the Angry Vagina's rant and some of what you got from it was that piece was about not using perfumes for your body; then you got the wrong message. I'm glad that Daniela was inspired to think deeper about herself and her usage of items considered feminine, she was on the right track but I'm asking that you dig deeper about why you do what you do to "down there." In anything you do as a woman, just make sure your doing it for you and not because everyone else is telling you that's what women should do.

Amy Wilson
Senior
Art, Mass Comm & Journalism

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Getting the ‘wrong’ message

I was actually one of the cast members of this year’s Vagina Monologues [and when I read the article “The anger of the V-spots,”] I realized very quickly, that Daniela Lopez did not understand what the Angry Vagina was talking about, for the most part at least.

She never said that using any type of perfume for your body was bad, she merely stated that if you take your perfume and spray it “down there” then you really need to rethink exactly why you’re doing that. There’s nothing wrong with using that perfume and lotions and believe me most of the girls up there used those products that very night. Why do we need douche sprays to smell like love spell or rose? Too many years spraying their “down there” with these things that we as women have been forced to accept as “normal.”

As for the comment “I want to taste the fish,” that was a statement in itself. What are women told that there “down there’s” smell like? Generally, fish. Now, no one is happy about this generalization, but it is what it is and during the Angry Vagina’s monologue that piece was all about looking at the vagina for what it is. If you have to spray it with anything then you should really be asking your self, why? She took a negative generalization of what all vaginas smell like and used it to make that statement.

If you watched the Angry Vagina’s rant and some of what you got from it was that piece was about not using perfumes for your body; then you got the wrong message. I’m glad that Daniela was inspired to think deeper about herself and her usage of items considered feminine, she was on the right track but I’m asking that you dig deeper about why you do what you do to “down there.” In anything you do as a woman, just make sure your doing it for you and not because everyone else is telling you that’s what women should do.
The biggest celebrity losers in ’08

How four female mega-celebs went from flab to fab in no time

By Madeleine Marr

McClatchy Tribune

Admit it. You sneak a peek at the latest rags in the checkout lane. That’s OK, there’s very little else to do unless you want to memorize the ingredients of Orbit gum. Women who try to lose weight often dispense frustratingly inaccurate information—how many times have they pegged Jennifer Aniston as pregnant?—sometimes they’re dead on correct. Hello? They all knew Madge and Guy Ritchie were on the rocks before the divorce lawyers got their first paycheck.

For the New Year, apparently the majority of tabloid eds have resolved to cover very little else but celebrities’ bodies. At least these days, a handful actually have some useful information on how to get thin in the New Year, with a few examples.

Though the famous have personal trainers and access to every “It” nutrition plan, some are human, with hunger pangs, hankerings for all things caloric and aversions to exercise like the rest of us. Here’s a few examples of women who lost weight in 2008 and how.

GWYNETH PALTROW: The normally pin-thin star admitted she packed on some holiday pounds (too many canapes at the Fontainebleau, perhaps?). How she did it: The 36-year-old mother of two has dabbled in the Master Cleanse program, when you can consume nothing but water, lemon juice, maple syrup and cayenne pepper for a minimum of 10 days. “Uck.” Sounds better than past extreme diets designed by her health guru Dr. Nish Joshi, which excluded wheat, dairy products, sugar, gluten, booze and red meat.

ELISABETH HASSELBECK: Try to not feel TOO hostile, the flat-as-a-board “View” co-host posed in a bikini on the cover of Fitness six months after giving birth to her second child. How she did it: The 31-year-old credits fierce workouts at New York gym La Palestra, where they staff a team of nutritionists and psychologists along with trainers. Hasselbeck has stayed the course on a wheat-free diet (she has celiac disease), and noshes on lean protein, vegetables, nutrition bars and nuts. “View”-induced stress probably helps, too.

BRITNEY SPEARS: The pop tart with a penchant for Cool Ranch Doritos packed on the pounds during an emotional rough patch in fall 2007. No one would have been wiser had Spears, 27, not donned a bikini while stumbling about the VMAs stage. How she did it: No stranger to dance routines, Brit lost the 20 thanks to intense cardio three times a week (think lunges, jump squats and general boogieing). As for the nacho chips, they were replaced by a 1,200-calorie-a-day delivery plan, Sunfare.

FERGIE: The baby bump rumors started right around the time the normally toned rocker (Stacey Ferguson) started plumping up for her role as a prostitute in the movie musical “Nine.” How she did it: The Black Eyed Peas singer, 33, had motivation to lose the curves to fit into her wedding dress (she married Josh Duhamel earlier this year).

Her plan: two-hour morning jogs and Diet Designs food delivery service created by Hollywood nutritionist Carrie Watt. “I have to give the bad food up now!” she said before her nuptials. “So, yeah. I’m in that phase.” Welcome to the club.

LIVING MADE SIMPLE

Extra Large Private Bedrooms • FREE Cable TV & Internet in all units
FREE Parking • Many units newly renovated! • 2 Pools with sun decks
Fitness Center • Computer Lab • Rec Room
Got roommates? Great! Need roommates? We can help!
Model & Office Open M - F 8am-5pm, Sat 9am-5pm

www.bulldogvillage.com
5151 N Cedar Ave
559-229-7001

School can be hard. Deciding where to live shouldn’t be.

Word of the Day

Yellular

The loudness one adopts in response to a bad cell-phone connection, in the misguided hope that talking louder will improve the connection.

From UrbanDictionary.com

Yellular

The loudness one adopts in response to a bad cell-phone connection, in the misguided hope that talking louder will improve the connection.

From UrbanDictionary.com
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U2: “No Line on the Horizon” (Interscope) (rating: 6)
Hip-hop drum beats, strange reflections in ATMs machines,
mouseurful church organs and a
female boot fetish. Without ques-
tion, “No Line on the Horizon”
sounds like no other U2 album
that came before it, whether
that’s a good thing or a bad thing
remains to be seen.
Though the texture-heavy
“Horizon” ultimately demands
more than one listen to fully
ceament itself in the listener’s
mind, the first few songs play
itself making us believe that
“classic U2” sound is firmly
in place. The rumbling, surging title
track may not try to do anything remotely
new, but that’s because
it doesn’t need to. The moment Bono
unleashes his impassioned full
throat wail for the first time, it’s
impossible to turn away.
The Fly’s voice hasn’t sounded
this good in years, but instead of
using his pipes to grant us some
massive group catharsis, Bono
instead uses the opportunity
to eloquently describe a girl who
reminds him of the sea, changing
for him every day. As “Horizon
marches on, things get increasingly
more surreal and frustratingly
less memorable. “Restart and
reboot yourself” the band shouts
on the heavy-handed “Unknown
Caller,” somehow demanding we
change our lives for a greater
good, even if that good is never
completely defined. What stings
most about “Horizon” is how there
is absolutely no thematic cohe-
sion to the album. At the end of
the day, “No Line on the Horizon”
is an easy album to dismiss and
an even harder disc to love, and
some people will be ready to call
it a masterpiece just as others
are ready to deem it an outright
failure. Neither assessment is cor-
correct, but that doesn’t mean either
is without its merit. U2 may have
rediscovered the art of subtlety,
but when it comes to triumphant-
ous unity the world watch us,
small gestures have never gone
ever far.
— Evan Sawday
Neko Case: “Middle Cyclone” (Anti-) (rating: 5)
One of independent music’s
most visible up-and-girs, Neko
Case has all the right attributes
to make the indie boys swoon.
Both attractive and talented, she
is difficult to resist in any setting;
her rich, clear-throated trumpet
voice of a would be a pleasure
to behold even without the she
bevy of cacophonies accompanying her.
Are for Case’s voice (and the
riotous cover work), “Middle
Cyclone” is puzzlingly substan-
This proves the all the more
perplexing the album features
a smorgasbord of distinguished
guest musicians including mem-
bers of Calexico, the Sadies,
the New Pornographers and M.
and Walter. Sonically, Case continues
to branch out from the ever-so-
slight experimention she flirted
with on her last studio album,
2006’s “Fox Confronts the
Flood.” While it worked to vary-
ing degrees there, here it fizzes,
consistently marring the fragile
beauty of the basic elements
of Case’s sound — frugal drums,
ringing guitars and, of course,
her own siren swang. Some will
find the odd twists and ties grac-
ally “Middle Cyclone” exhilarat-
ing and will hail it as a defining
document from the New Weird
America.
However, this disjointed col-
collection of tattered ditties pales
in comparison to the haunted
American gothic soundscape
Case painted on “Furnace Room
Lullaby” and “Blacklisted.” The
starkness and austerity of those
two albums were their chief
virtues, creating an aura of
preciousness that ringed the songs like a halo.
Hanging all manner of prewms (as
well asL) other artists, they like a cheap Christmas
tree destroys that presence of
el— like dashing Case herself
with bright red lipstick, purple
eye shadow and thick globs of mascara. Sometimes, beauty is
best left unadorned.
— C.T. Heaney
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BASEBALL: ’Dogs score 28 runs in two games

of the season due to a suspen-
sion and said the middle of  the
Bulldogs’ lineup needs to keep
producing if they hope to stay
competitive this season.

Some within the Abshady is
hitting .384 with five RBI.

“Jhoan’s really contagious,”
Abshady said. “When we hit
like that it’s hard to stop us.”

Mendonca said that having
Abshady back in the lineup
has given the rest of the
hitters and given added protection
for the other batters in the lineup.

“Abshady is probably our
best hitter so it’s good to have
his stick back in the lineup,”
Mendonca said. “He can pro-
duce runs and so far that’s
what he’s been doing.”

Mendonca’s home run in Saturday’s
game was hit well over 400 feet over the bat-
er’s eye in center field, but it wasn’t just his bat making noise.

Detwiler, senior Gavin
Hedstrom and freshman
Kenny Wise all hit homers
during the weekend and the
Bulldogs amassed 17 hits on
Sunday.

Hedstrom said the combi-
nation of being patient at the
plate and the inability of
Buffalo’s pitchers to throw
strikes, led to Sunday’s offen-
sive onslaught.

“Once you get a lead in a
baseball game it’s a lot easier
to just sit back and watch him
play,” Hedstrom said. “Our offense is finally
getting to the point where it
can comfortably score runs.”

Lost in the shuffle of hom-
ers, base hits and record-num-
ber walks by Bulldog batters,
errors, base hits and record-num-
ber batters on base. The Bears then
squared off a run in the first
inning and put up five earned runs in
that game. The loss dropped the
Bulldogs to 3-2 in tournament play tonight against
Portland at 6:05 p.m. Freshman
freshman Johnny Quik Classic.

Six games in six days in the
season.

“I think it was  the middle of the
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plate and the inability of
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strikes, led to Sunday’s offen-
sive onslaught.

“Once you get a lead in a
baseball game it’s a lot easier
to just sit back and watch him
play,” Hedstrom said. “Our offense is finally
getting to the point where it
can comfortably score runs.”

Lost in the shuffle of hom-
ers, base hits and record-num-
ber walks by Bulldog batters,
errors, base hits and record-num-
ber batters on base. The Bears then
squared off a run in the first
inning and put up five earned runs in
that game. The loss dropped the
Bulldogs to 3-2 in tournament play tonight against
Portland at 6:05 p.m. Freshman

Fresno State opens tourna-
mament play tonight against
Northern Illinois at 6:05 p.m. Freshman
junior college] guys have a
big opportunity ahead of them
this week. If they keep the ball
down and throw strikes we’re go-
ing to look good.

Batesole said he will use
this week’s tournament as
an opportunity to assess his
young talent and see where his
team stands going into the rest
of the season.

The biggest question mark
facing the team at this point, is
who will become regular con-
tributors for the remainder of
the season.

“You’re going to see a lot of
guys going in and out, but
sooner or later it has to settle
in,” Batesole said. “We’ve got a
couple positions to fill and this
is their opportunity to take
those jobs and run with them
into league.”

The team is now 11-18 on the
year and hopes the dramatic
victory will carry them to
wins in Tuesday’s doublehead-
ner against Temple at Bulldog
Diamond.

Comment: The Collegian is a forum for student expression. http://collegian.csufresno.edu
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SOFTBALL: Bulldogs go 3-2 in
tournament and save the best for last

Pacific

Merced College Softball Field

cervical cancer starts with sex and Human Papillomavirus (HPV). You
may never have symptoms or know that you became infected.
HPV infection can cause genital warts and over time can raise your risk
of developing cervical cancer.

Help your community by volunteering for a vaccine research study.

How do you qualify?
You may qualify if you:
• are between 16 and 26 years of age
• are willing to use birth control for a minimum of seven months
during the study to become pregnant in the first seven months of
the study
• have never been vaccinated for HPV
• have not had an abnormal Pap

Please Text “GO” to 63725 or Call:
559-229-5986

Thank you!

Fresno State!

You raised: $929!
For Children’s Hospital Central California
during Kid’s Day 2009

Your efforts are appreciated!

Special mention goes to these top-selling organizations

Clubs/Organizations with 20 or more participants
1st Place: Sigma Nu Fraternity $3,221.00
2nd Place: Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity $2,203.75

Clubs/Organizations with 19 or less participants
1st Place: Phi Omega Alpha $1,471.95
2nd Place: Sigma Alpha Epsilon $1,470.22

Correction
In the Mar. 6 edition of The
Collegian, there was an error in an
earlier photo caption on page
8. The rider pictured was Shawna
McCung riding horse Ghost.
"Hawaii is very fast' they play a full game," Filipe said. "San Jose State will come out twice as hard. Every team will bring out their best."

Every team in the conference tournament will have their sights set on Fresno State and their key players. Guard/forward Hayley Munro knows this because she was one of the main contributors on last year's WAC championship team.

"We have a huge target on our backs," Munro said. "They'll try to guard me and Jaleesa (Ross) hard but I think we're ready for it."

Munro averaged 10.8 points per game, while Ross led the team with an average of 13.3 points.

For Munro and the women’s team, a second trip to the NCAA tournament will be an even greater boost for their program.

"I think it will be really good for our student body and gain more fans," Munro said. "We get lots of fans at our games, but it’s great to have more."

The men’s team will have a much tougher road ahead of them. Because of their dismal 3-13 WAC record, they will have to take part in the play-in game.

Paul George will be playing in his first WAC tournament. Senior teammate Dwight O’Neil informed George of the possible challenges that lie ahead.

"Dwight told me that the game is going to get more physical," George said. "We have to grind things out, be physical and be strong at this time of year."

Fresno State will take on the Hawaii Warriors, who blew past the Bulldogs on the island 69-43 back on Feb. 5. The Bulldogs put up a much better effort the second time around on Feb. 19, but still fell short 73-69.

The winner of that contest clinches the final seed in the tournament where they will face the number one seeded team, which is 27-4 Utah State.

Despite being swept by the Warriors, as well as their two road losses recently to Boise State and Idaho, George still sees a confident bunch heading into Reno.

"In the past, we struggled against Hawaii," George said. "They’re a great team. They have great players and a great defense. We lost both road games against Boise State and Idaho, but we played well. We’re definitely confident about Tuesday."
Senior Haley Perkins delivers game-winning hit after controversial call in the seventh inning

By Haisten Willis
The Collegian

Walk-off win against No. 9 Cal

The Bulldogs broke the hearts of Providence and Cal in their second game, the Bulldogs got to see the other side as they broke the hearts of Providence and Cal. No. 21 Fresno State went 3-2 at this weekend’s Bayer CropScience Classic, finishing third out of five. BYU won the tournament, with Cal coming in second. Northern Illinois and Providence tied for fourth, each finishing 1-4.

“I thought we played extremely well in the two tie-breaker games,” coach Marge Batesole said, “and I thought we played well today (against Cal).”

In the tournament’s first game, Fresno State played BYU through nine scoreless innings before Bulldogs’ pitcher Morgan Melloh gave up a triple in the top of the 10th inning. Fresno State loaded the bases in the bottom of the 10th but couldn’t score and lost the game 2-0.

In their second game, the ‘Dogs turned the excitement in their favor. In the bottom of the eighth inning against Providence, sophomore Haley Gilleland hit a single to score freshman Jody Badorine and junior Jody Badorine and senior Garret Acevedo. Acevedo then scored on a sacrifice fly from junior Tom Mendonca.

After seeing BYU celebrating a big win on a walk-off hit in extra innings in their first game, the Bulldogs got a chance to make their own big win by scoring in the bottom of the 10th inning. The game-tying run came when freshman Jody Badorine and sophomore Haley Gilleland hit a single to score freshman Jody Badorine and junior Jody Badorine. Acevedo then scored on a sacrifice fly from junior Tom Mendonca.
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